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Monday 141019 1020-1420 Salford Moss West  
Bright Mild and Still… 
 
As we stood in the car-park at New Moss Wood it almost seemed to me that the 
constant toing and froing of the Jays that we were noting in the sky above our 
gathering was not due to their need to grab and plant their winter store of 
acorns but rather that they were delivering choice after choice as to where our 
U3A Team may wander on this bright autumn morn with one thing for sure we 
were about to launch ourselves into the western reaches of Chat moss ....once 
that decision had been made… 
 
New Moss Road soon had our ambling feet moving along it in a northerly 
direction for it had offered a variation on a variation of my initial planned route 
as a solution to my wanting to gain the best wander to take but what this road 
had not yet understood is that barely a step or two would be taken before we 
peered into seemingly bird free skies which echoed to the calls of Skylark, 
Goldfinch and Long Tailed Tits... 
 
Distant glimpses of Skylark mixed with reasonable sightings of the titmice 
flock were then mingled with easy viewing of the ever restless Pied Wagtails 
which ‘chizicked’ about the sky taking their usual undulating flight-path...a clear 
characteristic of this species. 
 
We then came to grips with the mix of crops this area can support as we 
bimbled past cereal stubble, oil seed rape leavings (oh how the aroma of 
Brassicas took us back to our childhood memories of Mum boiling the cabbage to 
within an inch of its life-Yum-yum...or not as the case may be) and yet to be 
harvested maize... 
 
A move westward along Woolden Road led us to a nice tumble of weed which 
happily hid the calling Dunnock and Wren but had no chance of hiding the 
contented crew of Pigs which gave us but a glance as they muddled about in the 
mired area of this free-range piggery. 
 
Magpie aplenty showed well as did a small group of Starling which were sporting 
their rich speckled winter plumage whilst a Mistle Thrush thought twice of its 
fleeing from our gaze and decided to pause atop a tall conifer for us to admire 
its majesty. 
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Great Woolden Hall then stood as it has for hundreds of years, as is its want, 
peering imperiously upon our gathering as we caught but fleeting glimpses of 
Redwing as they sped from our view but the Mallard, Canada Geese And 
Moorhen at least hung around for us to justify the carrying of our binoculars on 
this tour. 
 
A retracing of steps back to New Moss Road being part of plan C or was it 
D...but whatever, on reaching it we headed north past paddocks galore with this 
leading us to more uninspiring landscapes of turf and silage production...such is 
modern farming’s way of survival by constant change...once these fields swelled 
with wholesome foods such as cereal, cabbage, leek and lettuce....speaking of 
which it was time for lunch. 
 
An obliging homeowner allowed us to rest upon her garden furniture and partake 
of what turned out to be a reviving lunch for soon we were all but skipping ever 
onward in the direction of the Little Woolden Moss Nature Reserve owned by 
the Lancashire Wildlife Trust. 
 
A Buzzard, a Kestrel and a couple of male Peregrine  attempted to keep us a 
while but we but gave them a passing nod for all wished to see this now Phoenix 
like area of extremely rare ‘inland raised peat bog’ which daily arises from its 
sad neglect in the days of peat extraction. 
 
A landscape of golden coloured Purple Moor grass interspersed with Sphagnum 
moss and the odd cheeky Birch and Willow, which if they had their way would 
grab this site and convert it to scrub...and where would the birds we came to 
see be then...the LWT volunteers will ensure that this place regains a squishy 
carpet of bog throughout and the species that need it more than the trees will 
flourish...I have already seen this happening since the LWT gained the site in 
2012... 
 
Now where were we...oh yes we were here to Birdwatch....oh and happily note 
the odd one or two Common Darters which were busy about their reproductive 
task before the coming winter closes their short lifespan. 
 
A wander into the Marsh was then undertaken...in truth although it seemed a bit 
of a slightly disorientating wander upon a bog land it was a treat to be there as 
the site is being restored for wildlife...and we are usually there to view from 
the pathways...being a recorder for the site does have its advantages .... 
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Soon a number of Snipe escaped their daytime roost and zigzagged away into 
the sky finding other places within this 107 hectare Reserve to once more gain 
cover...I’m sure they would forgive our intrusion upon their Reserve from which 
we then quietly retreated carrying the images of positivity that the special 
landscape that the Salford Mosslands hold for all...except perhaps the 
politicians and ‘developers’ who see it as their next concrete frontier... 
 
A gentle move back to our cars followed with conversation adding the ‘tiger to 
our energy tanks’ to get us back with ease or was it the thought of a 
comfortable armchair to gain and a guaranteed night’s sleep wrestled from a 
day’s wandering upon this Salford Mosslands Gem? 
 
Dave. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


